
Did you know?
Thanksgiving
food is often
different in

other countries? 

Mexican Thanksgiving Food
Turkey

Roasted Vegetables
Roasted Chile Cornbread
Mexican Bread Pudding

Mexican Style Roasted Corn
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Thanksgiving is coming up! Many people
celebrate it, some don't. When I asked students
and teachers about their celebrations, they all
mentioned that they do celebrate Thanksgiving
in their families, it just looks a little different
from person to person. 

Some people have special traditions on
Thanksgiving, like cooking something special or
doing special things with certain people. These
are some things that students and staff do: "We
usually just gather my family" ~Iris (6), "My
brothers and I after we stuffed ourselves we
would go and jump on the trampoline and get
sick"~Avalon (8), "Just eating and pray"~ Gizele
(7), "Basically we eat early and watch football all
day" ~Mr. Collins, "Dinner with family, making
sure we are purposefully thankful" ~Mrs. Myers,
"Me and my dad always make chocolate chip
cookies to bring for my whole family and
whatever neighbors we have" ~Ms. Kaci.
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Most people have celebrated Thanksgiving
all of their life. I asked students and staff
from middle level what their earliest
memory of Thanksgiving is. Here are some
answers: "Just hanging out with my family
at my aunt's house when I was like 7"~Lucy
(6), "When I was 5 because we would drive
up to Denver and pickup my great
grandparents so that we can have a big
Thanksgiving dinner" ~Mrs. Box, "Last
Thanksgiving¨~Olivia (8), "Being at a
party¨~Adian (7), "Driving to Michigan and
watching my uncle cook for like 30
people"~Mr. Terpstra. 

No matter how and what you celebrate, we
hope you have a GREAT HOLIDAY SEASON!!!

HOW CHAPPELOW
CELEBRATES
THANKSGIVING
Written by Elizabeth Niebles Gonzales



 In the U.S there are many big artists in every industry. In the rap industry some of the
big artists are Travis Scott, Kendrick Lamar, Drake, and Tyler the Creator, my personal
favorite. There are many more like J-Cole, Kanye West, or even 21 Savage. These artists
are all unique in their style of delivery for the genre. For example with rap, in most of
their albums everything changes like their flow so that way they can surprise their fans.
A great example of the style of album change is Tyler the Creator he started off with a
group called Odd Future. In that specific group there were many artists like Frank
Ocean, Earl Sweatshirt, Syd Tha Kyd, in this group it was all about the way they
delivered their bars and how they like added on to the other peoples rap. That is where
a lot of his career started. But there was a song that got a lot of attention on the
internet called Yonkers. Many people first started to become big fans of him as an
individual artist when he released the album called Igor. This album was really a big
album in Tyler’s career; a song from the album that really got famous was “Earthquake”.
But in another album called Flower Boy that is also one of the most popular albums as
well like the song that had Kali Uchis featured in it called “See You Again”. The reason
why I am talking about Tyler the Creator specifically is because he impacted a lot of
artists and has become a big impact to this generation since his albums are very
relatable to the audience.

 Another thing about the rap industry is that artists have always liked to collaborate
with other artists. For example, 21 Savage and J-cole collabed in a song called “A Lot”.
This song in particular got a lot of attention. The reason why is because the verses in
the songs were really good and like a lot of people liked the flow of the rap. In the verse
of J Cole he mostly talked about the current state of the rap industry. In 21 savage
verse he mostly talks about the problems he dealt with when he was young, also he
talks about the losses that happened. In the 2020 Grammys A lot by J-cole ft 21 Savage
won a grammy for the best rap song. 

THE RAP INDUSTRY
TODAY

Written by Alejandra Aldana

Now Playing

“What's your
favorite movie,
show, or song?”

Leo (8th ): Favorite show is Spongebob/ Favorite song is "Can’t Relax" by Year
 

Sophia (8th ): Favorite show Breaking Bad/ Favorite song "See You Again" by
Tyler The Creator 

 
Emerson (8th ): Favorite Show Heartstopper/ Favorite song "Glued" by Melanie

Martinez
 

Antje (8th ) Favorite show Friends/ Favorite song "In My room" by Insane Clown
 

Manuel (Kinder) Favorite show Hulk /Favorite song "Yo no soy celoso" by Bad
Bunny

 
Ivan Tejeda Ramirez(Kinder)  Favorite movie Toy Story/ Favorite song "Thriller"

by Michael Jackson



FEATURED 
TEACHER 

A while back I interviewed our world famous Mrs. Blake (right). I
asked her a few questions about her teaching job. First I asked
her how many years had she been teaching? She responded with
"I'm in my 28th year of teaching". I also asked her if she always
wanted to be a teacher. She answered "I did always wanted to be
a teacher. My father was a teacher, administrator and principal. I
got to meet many teachers, I always knew I wanted to be a
teacher really early on. I just really liked teachers. It's who I hung
out with, my dad was a big influence on me for sure". When I
asked her about her favorite teaching experience, she answered
with "Moving schools. Coming from Montfort to chappelow K-8
was a big move and coming to a big school and arts magnet has
been one of my favorite things, and the existing teachers were
so cool". When I asked her about her life quote she responded
with "Use your smile to change the world, don´t let the world
change your smile" ~Unknown. I continued to ask her about what
would be some advice she would give to someone that wants to
become a teacher, she said ¨Surround yourself with positive
people, and work hard if that's something you want to do
because teaching is hard it's not easy. Do your best¨. This
concluded our wonderful interview with the world famous Mrs.
Blake!

 I also interviewed our wonderful Family Advocate, Julia Madera (above). I asked her a few
questions regarding what she does here at Chappelow. So what exactly is her job? Julia
responded "I help with trying to unite families with the school, I'm kind of like the bridge
between families and teachers or staff, I also translate, help the families to give them
resources, like housing and food, I also help supporting the staff" . What was her motivation to
do this sort of thing? "My motivation is that when I was in middle school I was new to the school
and country and I didn't speak any English and there was this one lady that helped my family by
translating and I always looked up to that, she was my motivation and when I realized that she
was an advocate, I also wanted to do that, so I would say that because of living that, I wanted to
help people get a voice". I also asked her what has been one of her best experiences while
working on this job? "Getting the satisfaction of knowing that I helped someone and seeing that
they are grateful gives me the satisfaction that I achieved to help someone" she responded. Did
she always know that she wanted to do something like this? "It's always been around that area I
always wanted to be something like social work, like being resourceful, helping, translating, so
everything around those lines¨. I asked her what a quote that she uses often is and she said
¨What if I fail? Oh, but darling, what if you fly ~unknown¨. Julia is our school advocate and if you
ever need translating, or your family needs help she is your go-to person.

By: Elizabeth Niebles Gonzales

FEATURED STAFF



Electives and the Arts
Electives now and what the future of electives could be

Most schools in District 6 have the same basic electives, which are art, music, theater, choir,
and band. We think that there should be more than these basic electives. These 5 electives
may not be the most useful for getting a job in the future. If we add electives that help
students in the future, like learning about taxes, or the basic knowledge on cars so you know
how to fix it when basic problems happen, they could help kids find their job right for them.
Schools could hire people who are currently working in that field or retired workers to share
their experience. If we add more electives it could help kids find out about their dream job if
they don’t know anything about it. The elective that helps kids find their dream job could visit
the other electives that are currently at the school and look at computers. They all would
happen during school and help kids out a lot. Finally in the end we think we should add more
electives for kids to have more fun and help find their dream job that's right for them, and
learning about taxes, and cars could help lots of people in the future if their car get broken
they might know how to fix it, or know the problem and not get scammed at a mechanic saying
you need a whole new engine.

Chappelow's New Electives
Chappelow has integrated many new electives this year such as Journalism, Digital Media, Art
History, History of Rock and Roll, Mariachi and Guitar, Math Projects and Exploration and more!

 In Journalism class we make the school newspaper and we get to learn about a lot of different
things. In Digital Media, students work on making posters, book covers, and more. The things
students make even go on a website! In Speech and Drama they play theater games and do short
skits and plays. In Mariachi class they play music, mostly songs that mariachi bands play. In
Guitar class they learn how to play the guitar and they play music on the guitar. In Art History
they learn about the different types of art from history and even get to try making their own
artwork inspired by the styles they study. In Mr. Terpstra's math elective, students get to apply
math concepts to build awesome structures and in Mr. Collins' History of Rock n' Roll class
students listen to and analyze the genre of Rock n' Roll and some specific songs. 

No matter what you are interested in, Chappelow has some amazing new electives for you!      
 Get involved and check them out for quarter 3! 

 



 Video games have changed a lot in the past few decades. They went from just a lot of brightly
colored squares on a small screen in an arcade to cutting-edge graphics on high-end PCs and gaming
consoles.  But how exactly have RPGs changed from the 80s to today? Well, let's see!

 
RPGs, Then and Now:

 Final Fantasy (1987, $11.99):
 RPGs have been a prominent genre basically since video games were created. So how have they changed
from then and now? Well, first let's look at an RPG classic, Final Fantasy!  Final Fantasy came out in the ’80s
and is a top-down RPG. It is widely considered one of the best RPG games of the 80s and it was even the first
game in an extensive series still prominent today! The main story of the game is that there were these 4 youths
called the Warriors of light and their mission was to stop the forces of evil by lighting up the darkened orbs.
The gameplay was pretty simple. When in combat, each character could do a handful of actions. For example,
there's FIGHT (lets you attack an enemy of your choosing.), MAGIC (lets you use a spell to do things such as
attack or heal), and ITEM (Lets you use an item.). The one problem with Final Fantasy is that the characters
are mostly just blank slates and the story is a little bare-bone. However, we need to remember that this game is
35 YEARS old! There were some art and power limitations they had to make since the old gaming consoles
couldn’t hold much compared to today's electronics. So what would a game look like with a similar gameplay
loop, but without the limitations of 80s tech? Well, let's find out!

 

How have RPGs changed
over the years?

Deltarune Chapter 2 (2021, FREE):

Deltarune is an RPG made by game developer Toby Fox after his hit indie                                         
 game Undertale. Deltarune is a story about two teenagers (a human and a                                     
 monster) who discover an entrance to a mysterious world in their school                                        
 closet. They then team up with the prince of darkness, Rasei, and go on a                                         
 quest to seal the dark fountains and bring peace and balance to the worlds                                                
of light and dark. In each chapter, the game has the party going through different dark worlds, meeting
quirky characters, 
and sealing the dark fountains at the end of each World. In the newest chapter (Deltarune Chapter 2),
the party goes on a quest into the Cyber’s World to stop the evil robot QUEEN and seal the fountain of
darkness before it can spread! The gameplay is pretty simple, with the fact that it's a top-down RPG and
its movement is very simple. In combat, the mechanics are also pretty similar to old games of its genre,
but more fleshed out. In battle, you can FIGHT, DEFEND, or use an ITEM like in Final Fantasy, but
there are some other options you can do as well. The unique thing about Deltarune and Undertale is that
you don’t have to solve a battle with combat, you can defeat your opponents peacefully. In Deltarune,
you can try to talk to your opponents using various ACTS to convince them you mean no harm. Then
you can SPARE the enemies to end the fight without violence. Now when it's the enemy's turn, things
are a little bit different. Unlike other turn-based RPGs, when it's the enemy's turn in Deltarune, you
have to dodge a bunch of attacks instead of just taking the damage like normal. With all the fun and
creative mechanics, it is easily one of the best free RPGs and just one of the best RPGs in general. Now
that's enough talk about top-down RPGs. So, how else have RPGs been changed with newer and better
tech? Well, let's take a look!

Games and Technology



 
Conclusion 

So, there you have it. Video games have
changed a lot since the 80s and early 90s.
Games like Elden Ring weren't even a type of
RPG genre at the time. Most early games were
simple, top-down shooters. So today, we
looked at games with a good story (Deltarune
and Final Fantasy), and we covered games with
good combat (Elden Ring).
As you can see, video games have changed a lot
since when they were first made and one of the
genres with the most change and biggest
variety is the RPG genre. I look forward to
seeing what we humans can do in the future to
change this big type of gaming even further! 
This is Logan signing out!

How have RPGs changed over the
years? (continued)

 Elden Ring (2022 $60):
Elden Ring is one of the biggest roleplaying games of
all time. With its insane open world and very
challenging combat, I feel like this game deserves to
be on a list as one of the best RPGs of all time. The
graphics on this game is nothing we have ever seen
before and the gameplay is phenomenal. This game is
easily one of the hardest RPGs ever made with deadly
bosses and enemies around every corner of this world.
The one thing with the game is that it is not cheap.
However, the game is so visually stunning and big,
that it makes up for its hefty price tag. This game
truly is a perfect example of how far technology has
gone since the 80s and 90s. With the right amount of
time and work, and without any tech limits, you can
see how insane games can truly be.

Why do so many people play video
games? While most sports originate from North America and

Europe (soccer coming from England), most video games
come from Asia and the United States of America. The
United States has 197,160,000 players, while Asia has
742,190,000 players!
 Why do so many people play video games? People enjoy
playing video games when they are bored, have free time,
or have a job based on video games. There are 9.89 million
streamers active in the world, but only 107,000 streamers
ever get noticed. Most teens (55% of them to be exact)
believe that video games are a viable career. 

By: Johan Lopez



Some older students and teachers like chapter books and comics a bit more than
they like picture books! A 3rd Grade student named Isela V. loves the book Permet
by Unknown. Another 3rd grade student named Jitzela S. likes the book Don't Eat
Our Classmates, by Penelope Rex. Mrs. Sooter likes the book Charlie And The
Chocolate Factory, by Roald Dahl. A 4th grade student named Alexis M. likes the
book Locker Hero, by Rachel Ranee. Another 4th grade student named Jazmin C.
loves the book Owl Diaries, by Rebecca Elliot. Fourth grade teacher Mrs. Perry
loves the books Percy Jackson by Rick Riordan. A 5th grade student named Maddie
M. likes the book Beast and Beauty, by Soman Chainani. Another student named
Nolan N. said they like the book Diary Of A Wimpy Kid, by Jeff Kinney.
Mrs.Gavinia who teaches 5th grade likes the book Oh The Places You'll Go, by
Dr.Seuss. 

Middle school teachers and students read all sorts of different things, from
comics, to really long chapter books! A 6th grader named Riyen K. loves the
book Hocus Pocus by Kurt Vonngut. Another 6th grader named Laynian B. likes
the books Baby Sitters Club by Ann M. 6th grade teacher Mrs. Ragu enjoys the
book The 7 Husbands Of Evelyn Hugo by Taylor Jenkins Reid. A 7th grader
named Olivia enjoys the book Turtle In Paradise by Jennifer L Holom. Another
6th grader named Wren O. likes the book Warriors 6, by Erin Hunter. A 7th
and 8th grade math teacher Mr. Terpstra likes the book Lord Of The Rings, by
J.R.R Tolkien. An 8th grader here named Ellie G. loves the books Wings Of Fire
by Tui T. Sutherland. Another 8th grader named Lizzy M. likes the book The
Lake by Natasha Preston. And last, but not least, 8th grade teacher Mrs. Johnson
likes the book The Nightingale by Kristen Hannah. 

These books all
seem

interesting and
fun, so if you

are looking for
something to

read, these
should help you
decide what to

try next!
 

By: Bailey Hill 

All About Books!
Do you enjoy reading, but you never know what books to read, and where to

borrow books from? Well this article is all about books, from what books to read,
to where you can borrow books from!

When teachers and students were interviewed they said what books they like
or are reading at the moment. Feel free to use the book suggestions if you are

unsure what to read at the moment. 
Two kindergarten students named Frankie F. and Weston S. both said that

they really like the book The Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle. Mrs. Mayeda,
who is a kindergarten teacher here at Chappelow said her favorite book is Leaf
Thief, by Alice Hemming. A 1s grade student named Axel F. loves any books
with maps, he said it's like a treasure quest for him! Another 1st grade student
named Alessal B. likes the book Elf On Shelf by Carol Aebersold. First grade

teacher Mrs. Stoll told us that her favorite books are all of the Series Of
Unfortunate Events by Daniel Handler, Brett Helquist, and Lemony Snicket. A
2nd grade student named Jordan F. said her favorite book is Diary Of A Pug,
by Kyla May. Another 2nd grade student named Manuel O. likes the book

Who Is Michael Jordan?, by Kristen Anderson. Second grade teacher
Mrs.Campbell's favorite book is Miss Rosie's Miraculous Journey, by Kim Q. 



Different snacks around the world are not like ours, so I will teach you a little bit about
them. Let's start with Japan. Japan has different flavored Kit Kats in fact they have the

largest selection of them. There are even wasabi flavored Kit Kats! Japan also has these kits
called ¨Popin Cookin¨. These DIY kits come with all the ingredients you need to make

little treats. These kits were made by Nerunerunerune. They have many DIY snacks that
are very fruity and fizzy. Most of these kits range from $3.30 and $5.90. Japan also has

Pocky! Pocky is a very famous snack from Glico. Pocky is a breadstick with frosting on half
of it. There are a variety of flavors including chocolate, salty vanilla, chunky strawberry,

double berry, macha, watermelon, and cherry. Sometimes the breadstick flavor is different.
They even have a day dedicated to Pocky on November 11th called ¨Pocky Day¨. Those are

all the facts for Japanese snacks. Let's move on to British snacks!
 

British snacks have a variety of chips. These flavors include Campi and Lemon, Guinness,
Worcestershire Sauce, and Prawn Cocktail flavors. These chips are made by the brand

¨Walkers¨ . Walkers was founded in 1948 in Leicester, England by Henry Walker. That's 74
years ago! The most famous known chip flavor is Cheese & Onion. A flavor that was

discontinued was Lime with Thai Spices. These chips are about $5 a bag. People in the Uk
call chips ¨crisps¨ and for french fries they call them ¨chips¨. Another famous British snack is

Jaffa Cakes! These cakes come in one flavor only; they were made in 1927 with a spongy
texture and apricot filling. You can buy them or make them yourself! A pack of 30 costs

$8.00.
 

Filipino snacks are very unique,they have a snack called fudge bars. There are many flavors
like milk, macapuno, vanilla, mocha and durian. They were made by the company

Cadbury! This may seem weird because we have Cadbury eggs in America but not fudge
bars. A pack of these cakes costs about $24.99. Another popular Filipino snack is Boy

Bawang. These chips are made out of soaked corn kernels. Some people make these kernels
into corn, and of course Boy Bawang comes in many different flavors such as chili cheese,
hot garlic, garlic, adobo, lechon manok, and butter golden sweet corn. One bag of these
costs $8.72. This snack is like something we already have here in America also known as

¨CORN NUTS¨ ours only come in a little bit of flavors though.
 

You may be wondering why I am telling you facts about other countries' snacks. Well it is
important we know about other people's normal snacks on a daily basis. Thank you for

reading my article about other countries.
 

In this section read about some
of the topics students here at

Chappelow have been
researching this month!

Student Articles
Different Snacks Around the World

By: Jazmin Medina


